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GH     I 
IKTBODUGTIOH 
D.H. Lehmer \5>   \ ■'   that by an orderly listing 
of permutations is meant a generation Tor which it is 
possible to obt-in the k th peiv.utation directly from 
the number k, and conversely, given a permutation, it is 
possible to determine at once its rank, or serial 
number, in the list without generating any other..'.  In 
the following discussion several methods of obtaining 
an orderly listing are considered, especially with 
respect to the recovery of information regarding the 
number of inversions in a given permutation. 
•Numbers in brackets refer to numbered references 
in the bibliography. 
CH II 
:: ] 
In   [l] Chrystal cites  the fo] ; theorem as 
fundamental to a systematic notation-.]  sc eme for numbers. 
Theorem 1.     Let r,,   r2>   ...,   rQl   rn+1,   ...   denote  an 
infinite series  of  integers restricted in no way  except 
that each is  to be  greater than 1.    Then any nonnegative 
integer N may be  expressed in the finite  form 
(1)     N =  Po+Piri+P2rlr2+p^rlr2r3+"-+pnrlr2-"rn' 
where CthtfvA   ti*pj<r2,   Oip^Crj,   ...,   &V£%+1* 
r,,   r2,   r   ,   ...   are  given,   this  is  done uniquely. 
For the proof,   we  use  repeated application of  the 
division algorithm.     The case N-0 is  trivial.     Thus for 
N>0, 
II  = Po+11^,     oSp0<rlf 
N1  = P!+N2r2,     0fcpj<r2l 
N2 = p2+N5r5,     0^p2<r5, 
•  Nn-1 " ?n-l+Vn> **+•#**' 
bining these, we have (1). 
That the r        tion is unique fo3 '    'ron til 
uniqueness of the division algorithm. An alternate proof 
is in £l3 •  That n is finite can be sho-./n by the 
consideration of two cases:  if infinite]    ty of tl 
z\ are distinct, then for n sufficiently large, rn+1>
TI>" j 
oh NXII; if only finitely many of the r^ 
distinct and the proces     not terminated when bhe e 
are used, then, assuming without loss of generality t. 
the r, are all e     fter a certain point, we have that 
JC 
the N. foi-m a strictly deer      sequence of positive 
integers, which is of course finite. 
Alo ; with th(  /plication of the orithm 
it is easy to obtain, successive" , 
r N 
i_ |fori---ri "Pl+1 Vi—ri+i 
for i=0, 1, ..., n,  her [:•:] : best integer 
function and rQ=l. 
As an i; ult of Theorem 1, we have 
Coro ry 1.     Each integer II,  0*H*nl-l,  has a 
unic]ue   factorial representation 
(2) :: = a^ l! a2- 2!   +...+   an-1. (n-l)!, 
•e Otav*k. 
'or the proof, in theorem 1, let r.=i+l and put 
*v"Pv i •  ^e division prcc  a . ust terminate after the 
(n-l)st step. 
::ore, 
ai = 1%: (i+D 
for i=l,  , ...» n-1. 
A :ccond result of Theoror 1 i.: 
Theorem 2.  Let V±,  r2, ..., rn, *n+1, ••• denote an 
infinite series O; integers restricted in no way except 
that e ch is to be  r  ter than 1.  Then any pro-er 
ction 4 can be ex crossed in the form 
G) Pi 
P3 + ...+ 
B rl  rlr2  rlr2r3 
rlr2-"rn 
+  F, 
where 0#p£rlf  0<p2<r2,   ....   0*pn< rn;   and P  is  either 
zero or can b 11  M we   -.lease by 
iciont number of  the into.■•< rs  r^,   r2,   ...,   rn. 
r       r       ...,   r  ,   ...   are     iven,   this resolution can be 
8      c^'d in one      y only. 
Chrystal's  p*odf •ssen«iaMly  is   a variation 
of  the  division al xrithn,   he states   that  the proof mi 
be deduced from Theorem 1.     Polio  in ; is a proof which 
does indeed use the result of Theorem 1. 
Let the given infinite aeries of positive integers 
be B, r-, r2, ..., rn, ... .  If A=0, take all the 
numerators to be 0.  Then, for any A>0, by Theorem 1, 
we have 
Arnrn-l-"rl " ^0+^lB+(l2Brn+q3Brnrn-l,----+qnBrn-"r2» 
where oSqQ<B,   OiqjCr^,   ...,  0*qn< r1#     Dividing by 
Br r    , ...r,and reversing the  sum , ives n n-l l 
B       ,,        rxr2 
ll0 
rlr2-"rn      Brlr2-"rn 
Relabel.!::   , 
A ] P2 + +... + n 
n 
B       rx       rxr2 rlr2-"rn       Brlr2-"rn 
re Oip^^,  o<p2<r2,   ...,  0*pB<ra>   and 0<sn<B, 
as required. 
F=0  if  and only if Blr^...^ for (A,3)=l. 
rite   the   fractional  expansion as 
3n =  Arlr2*'•rn"Bplr2*''rn"Bp2r3'',rn~* * *"Bpn-lrn"Bpn 
=  ATjrg.. •ra»B(p1r2.. •y
p2r3*' *rn+* *' f;in-lrnfI)n)' 
Since B divides  the ri ;ht side,  3 also divides  the le 
side.  If (A,B)=1, then B |r,r0.. .r . Conversely, 
< >OoC 3|r-,rp...r . since B then divides both elements 
of the right side of the equation, Bis . .Jince sn<B and 
B>1, s =0.  Thus F'O  also. 
The uniqueness of the fractional expansion follows 
from that of Theorem 1. 
Here,  for rQ«l and i=l,  2,   ...,  n, 
Pi =   T^J   ' V± l» J 
*rAg6pi*"rti si ■ •irori---ri -B [—5 J • 
Note, especially, the case i-nj then 
" '  l'--rn 
and 
,B - Ar^...^ - B F B 
30 that if (A,B)=1, then sn=0 if and only if 
B r. i%...r .  1     c appears to be true if 
B Ar r, ...r . However, for tl ! ; neral problem one i 
i well take (A,B)=1.  There is no gain otherwise. 
Theorem 2, suppose we let A-H, r^i+1 and B-nr. 
Then we obtain 
Corollary 2.  Any nonnegative in     '-'■,  0*N*n!~l, 
can be expressed uniquely by the x nsion 
w 
n!   2!   3!      nl' 
where O^d.^i-1.  Note th      since n!| n! 
Here, 
di 
i!   N 
- i 
n! 
(i-1)! N 
n; 
where 22i*n. 
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CHAPTER III 
IC ! 
erhaps the most natural orderly listing ox the n! 
permutations of the n narks 1, 2, 3, ..., n is lexico- 
graphical.  By lexicographical ordering is meant that 
the permutation y^...^ precedes z^..^ in the list 
if the first nonvnnishing difference 8^-J^i i=l, ..., n, 
is positive. 
.'or example, with n=3 the list is 
N N 
0 123 
1 132 
2 213 
;> 231 
4 312 
5 321 
where N is the position number. 
With Blight modification we use a result -iven by 
I-etto [ ]   .  Prom this it is seen that each per     on 
in the list has a unique position number and a uni 
nature for Its natural position in the list. 
Let y y?...y be a given permutation of 1, 2, ..., n, 
Then y;L la the ^th element in the ori 5inal order 
1, 2, ..., n, and there are (^-DCn-l)! per    bions 
preceding it with smaller first element.  The first 
mutation with y, as its leading element ha* position 
(j,-l)(n-l) !.  Next!, y0 ia the jpth element in the 
natural order of the n-1 elements 1, 2, ..., -'i~l» 
y1+l, ..., n, and there are (^-DC.'.-l)!+(j2-l)(n-2)! 
preceding permutations whoso first two elements are 
•Her than the respective elements y. and y2#  The 
first permutation with y,J2 initially h       ion 
(Jrl)(n-l)!+(j?-l)(n-2)!.  Generally, y^.. ,yn has 
ition 
(5)   N = (o1-l)(n-l)! + (J2-D(n-2)! + ... + (Jn_1-l)l!, 
where O^j.-l^n-i and Qininfc*l.     By Theorem  1,   the 
representation is unique. 
Thus   to  each N-O,   1,   ..., a1*1,   there   corresponds 
a unique   (n-l)tu>le, 
<an-l»   an-2>   '-*•   al}'     9<*ii4' 
called the signature of H.  Note that in (5) the signa- 
ture for II is obtained by an_i=Ji-l for i=l, 2, ..., n-1. 
In a lexice :ra;>hical oruerin,- of permutations, the order 
of the signatures for any two values of M is the same 
as the order of the values of N. 
Conversely, ;ivea the position nur. nr : and the 
number of elements n in a permutation, the permutation 
10 
nay be produced by rewritin,; II via division in the 'or: 
of equation (5) and     ing the definition of bhe j^. 
As an example of the method in Netto, to find the 
lition number of the permutation 25*13 in the lexicog- 
raphical li bia , ve have 
j,=2 since 2 is second amor..': 1, 2, 3»  ,  ; 
jp=4 since § is fourth among 1, 3, '■'< i 5{ 
j,=3 since 4- is third      I, 3> *J 
j.=l .-ince 1 i  first amon;-; 1, 3. 
Since (2-i)-'i!+(4-i).3!+(3-D-2!+(l-l)-i! = <»6, 2;- 
ha;; position number N«46 in the list. 
To fir.d the permutation that occupies the forty-sixth 
place in the lcxico ;ra hicnl liitingj write 
46 = 1«4!+3-3!H-2«2!+0.1!, 
using division to obtain the factorial digit*,    n, 
• 1 to each of the factorial digits, J1 = :', J2='S 
j., = 3, and j4=l.  In the ; er station then, 
v,=2 since 2 is second among 1, 2, 3» 4,  ; J 1 
yQ=5 since  ;•  is fourth  a 1»   3i   *i      ; 
y  =4 since 4 is   third among 1,   3»   *| 
y =1 sine* 1 is first among 1,  3;  and y^=3. 
Hence the      mutation for 11=46 is 25*13. 
an   i.    ediate result Of  the derivation of equation 
(5),   since ^-1 gives the number of elements   less  than y± 
e    i   pear to its ri ht in y^.-.y^ we have that 
11 
I  = (.'1-l)+(32"
i:, + ",+(''in-l~1^ 
ives the total number of inversions of order in y^g..^^ 
In the   ■ ttatioa 25413 with     bur« (1, 3» 2, 0), 
for example, a =1 implies that the first element in the 
tatioa teas 1 element less than it to its rights so 
2 and 1 are inverted in order.  Simil rly, • ■ = ;'» i   ; 
t. e 3 inversions 54, 53i and 511 *2
=2 implies the 2 
inversion's 43 and 41; and a^O iapliea that 1 and 3 are 
in their original order. 
In this e.    o one Bight also >roce ;i as follc  . 
j =2 since 2 is second      1, 2, 3, *» 5.  Delete 2 
and write tie permutation M ■ 512, rcducJ-    eh element 
re:L.:r than 2 by u.mty.  -hen j?=4 since 4 is . < urth 
1, 2, 3, ^.  Delete 4 and write 312.  Then j, = 3 
since 3 io fitted amon- 1, 2, 3.  Delete 3 and write 12. 
Then j.=l.  This process is that of D. N. Leh; er [ J . 
Lehmer systematizes this in the array 
where  th e   .taps  are  clear.     For a     eneral description 
12 
see |*3 . 
Since equation C6) gives the total number of inver- 
sions from the natural o;der 1, 2, ..., n in each permu- 
tation, t;iven the si natures of any two sermututions 
rid I'N, in the list, «• can vet i'rcm PN to Pjj, by 
I-,+I.T1 inversions.  However, by adding the total invor- 
N  N 
sions, we have needlessly twice reversed the order of 
each pair of inverted elements that P^ and B^, have in 
common:  for each occurrence of a pair in com on, I,,, 
county the inversion necessary to restore the elements 
of the pair to the natural order and then I?I counts the 
inversion required to obtain their inverted order in PR. 
In effect then, IN+IJ,I counts the inverted pairs co: ; 
to PM and P-, twice, whereas they do not need to be 
counted at all in the number of inversions required to 
obtain PM. from PK# 
Prom the example following equation (6), we sec 
that, . iven the si nature of a per atation, it is 
possible to recover not onl  Information concerning the 
total number of inversions of order but the inversions 
themselves. Thus to find the minimum number of inver- 
sions required to obtain P„, from P„, we recover the 
ctual inversions for o c i permutation and then count 
only those pairs of inversions that re not Common to 
rN and PN,. 
As an exsn le of this process, we consider 
13 
-natures (1, 2, 0) and (3, 1, 1) of the permutations 
P10-2413 and P21«4231«  Since I10=3 and I21-.
r>, Iio+I2l"8 
gives the number of inversions for obtaining P21 
from 
Pin when the pairs in comron are counted twice. 
For the minimus number of inversions, tne procedure 
is the following:  in P1Q the 3 inversions are 21 since 
a-, = l, 43, -4-1 since a2=2, and no inversion for the pair 
13 since a1=0; in J 2]_ the 5 inversions are 43, 42, 41 
since a7=3, 21 since a2=l, and 31 since a1=l.  The 
minimum number of inversions is 2 since 42 and 31 are 
the only pairs that must be inverted to obtain V?1  from 
r10* 
14- 
CHAPTER IV 
ADJACENT HARK i 
A method for listing pemutalions developed by 
Johnson \p]   is based on the expansion of N according to 
equation (4-): 
,/d2   H n\ 
= n! < —- + —^ +...+ —> » 
[21       3!      nl) 
:i 
where 0*d, fk«l and d1=dp=0.  Sinai the representation in 
C4) is unique, again for each N, O^nl-l, there is a 
unique signature (d2, d^, ..., dn). 
For each fixed permutation on the ; - Bi  from 1 to I , 
the mark k+1 is noved in one direction through every 
:;.ible position, beginning at the extreme right 
(or left;, by meann of interchanges with some snaller 
■•:• to the immediate left (or right), according as the 
permutation on the k narks is even (or odd).  Thus if 
each permutation on k marks appears once and only once, 
then each permutation on k+l      i-  iven once and 
only once. For each k, jikfa, if the fixed permutation 
on k-1 element;: is even (or odd), then the Dumber of 
inversion, in the permutation on k elements clearly is 
d  (or k-l-dk) more than the number of inversions in 
th  ler Utatioa or. the k-1 elements. 
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AG an c :     , t    d the position in the list of 
the permutation 25413, we first find t:    nature by 
the above nethod:  d0=l since 2 and 1 are interchanged 
once; dv=2 since the 3 has been moved twice to the right 
3 
through the odd permutation 21; d =1 since the •': 
moved once to the right through the odd pea  '   >n 213; 
&_•! since the 5 has been moved once to the right throu 
the odd permutation 2413.  Go we have N=106. 
Conversely, given N=51 with si nature (0, 2, 2, 1), 
the ^en.utation is found as fellows:  d2=0 implies that 
1 and 2 are not interchanged; d,=2 implies that 3 has 
been moved 2 to the left through the even permutation 12 
to get 312; 4j.«2 implies that 4 has been moved ',   to the 
left through the even permutation 312 to ret  3^-12; d^-1 
implies thai 5 h-.s been moved 1 to the right through the 
odd permutation J412 to get 55*12.  Thus P51=3
r^-12. 
16 
CH     V 
In the remaining discussion, the methods of 
obtaining an orderly listing do not seen to depend 
directly on the two theorems in Chrystal for their 
development.  There is in each case, of course, a 
one-to-one correspondence between the position N in the 
list and the factorial digits. 
Derangement Method 
In this method developed by Hall [f>] , for each k, 
2*k^n+l, let a,.  denote the number of the k-1 elements 
less than k that actually follow k in a giren permutation 
on the elements 1, 2, .... n; then for e-.ch k, we have 
the number of inversions for each element in a ;;iven 
porrutation.  As in the method in Hetta then, the sun 
of the signature entries r;ives the total number of 
inversions of thy natural order of the n elements. 
Given two permutations I'N and Pr, with :all's 
signatures (an_1, ..., a]_) and (bn-1, ..., \) t 
respectively, the I inimuro number of inversions ro uired 
to obtain P«, from P- is 
I ■ |b,.-a, | , 
1' 
since b  -a ,>0 (or<0) implies that the n th element 
must be moved | bn_i
_a
n_il "
llaces to the  left  (°r I'i,'i:t) 
from its position in P„ to roach its position in T   ,; 
then b  P-a  P>0 (or<0) implies that the (n-l)st 
element must be moved |bn_o-
a
n_p| pl
aces to the left 
(or right); finally, t^-a^O (or<0) implies that the 
second element must be : oved |b1-a;L| places to the left 
Cor right).  For each ease k, there .re |bn_k-an_: | 
-.-arsions. 
.r o  . ile, suppose  e v;ish to obtain r21=/|"''^1 
i si mature (3, 1, l) from P10=24-l3 with signature 
(2, 0, 1).  Then 5-2=1 ii plies that the * in F]0 must 
be moved 1 plMt to the left to get 4213; 1-0=1 implies 
that the 5 in the new permutation must be moved 1 place 
to the loft to  et **5M 1-1=0 implies that the 2 in 
4-231 is not to be moved. 
Addition Kethod 
Hov.ell [2] glres I I   od for ;:er.er     permut tions 
which io not an orderly listing.  Beninninp with t: e 
permutation 012.. .n-1 on the n elements 0, 1, .... n-1, 
the next permutation in the list is obtained by addiO 
n-1 modulo n; this ;ives the per: utation 01...n-1 n-2. 
By successive addition of n-1 ::odulo n, all of 
-mutation:; are obtained in lexicographical order. 
Since this process also generates all numbers modulo n 
18 
that  are  between 01...n-l   and n-1 n-2...1 without 
i:; ■ between those numbers that are or are not 
permutations,   it is not a very efficient process. 
?or n=3 the list is 
102' 122 
021# 111 aoa# 
100 12C 210; 
where # denote;; a  permutation. 
'.[r: m; position Method 
In   this method by  ./ells   [;;]   ,   each pen atari Los  1 
obtained from  its   predecessor by interc two 
elemental  the  -recess  dif ers from Johnson's  since  the 
two   elements   that  are  interchanged are  BO* necessarily 
adjacent. 
iron; the signature define h=h(I!) to be the least 
•cripb i such |hat a^i.  To obtain PK+1 from PN, 
interchange the elements in places h and h-1 if h is odd 
or if h is even and ah+1<2; otherwise interchange the 
elements in places h and h-a,1+1.  The places are 
numbered 0, 1, ..., n-1 and a negative place is defined 
to be zero. 
19 
?or n=3 the list is 
N (a?» a-,) h Ptt 
0 (0, 0) 1 123 
1 (0, 1) 2 213 
2 (1, o) ]. 231 
3 (1, 1) 2 321 
4 (2, 0) 1 312 
5 (2, 1) 3 132 
Tonp: ins-Paige Kethod 
A permutation of 1, 2, ..., n has degree a^ and 
or +1 provided the last k+1 elements of the permu- 
tation 12...n have been counted on a wheel and the wheel 
rolled forward a. spokes.  Since each pej'    ion on n 
:. rks is the result of n-1 transformations of order k+1 
and degree a,., 0*ak*k and k=l, 2, ..., n-1, the ak 
become the entries in the  I   bure of the permutation 
in this method (Vj . 
OS example, given N=40 with signature (1, 2, 2, 0), 
the permutation P.^ is obtained as follow.;:  a^l i: plies 
that the last 5 elements of 125*5 *»▼• bcen subjected 
to an end-around shift o  1 to the left to become 23*51! 
a3=2 implies that the last 4 elements of 23*51 naYS been 
subjected to an end-around shift of 2 to the left to 
become 2513** a2=2 implies that the last 3 elements of 
20 
25134 have been subjected to an end-around shift of 2 to 
the left to become 25*13J and a,=0 implies no shift in 
the last 2 elements of 25413.  Hence P40=2.
r>413. 
Conversely,  iven a     itation in the list, its 
position in the list may be found by reversing the above 
procedure. 
21 
■T7 yj 
The two  theorems in Chrystal,   basic    or i 
systematic  method of denoting numbers,   yielcl unique 
factorial   and fraction.- 1  re   resentations for any non- 
;   ••   :  .te ;«p.     In par icuL-.r,   it  i tJ    le to 
W one-to-one  correspondence between   the  posi- 
tion in an orderly   listing of  each  of   the     en utations 
on n  elements   and  the n-1 factorial  or fractional  digits. 
In the  orderly listings  of Netto,  Lehmer,  Hall,  Wells, 
Tomp] I ad  Pad   e,   the correspondence  is     ivon by 
the first  theorem from  C   r       al;   in   the orderly listing 
of Johnson,   the correspondence  is established b 
second   theorem. 
In the method of Netto,  Lehmer,   and   lowell,  t: 
lij tin     is  a lexicographical ordering of >er utations. 
Procedures   for findii      t] a  n i  ber of inversions  in e 
permutation  and   the      Lni ber of  inver   Lo       required 
to obtain  an.       j r utation in  the list from  a  given 
termutation  a  o    ;iven    or the method j .to.     T a 
method of 3 ehmer ia     hown to be e     Lv lent  to  that in 
etto.     The method  of Johnson depends on the    • f  a 
van    er     cation in order to    ;enerate the  nex      er u- 
b     '.on in the list by the interchange of to adjacent 
22 
element .    Accord:     Ly, the        cedure    iven for .:ind: 
;G   in   ! »r of  invo.. een  the  two 
depends on er ation  ii in or odd. 
,[      d °'  Hall,   -     Leh  uses   the relative positions 
o '   the  elements  in  a bion to obtain   the 
position,   a La    OP finding    ' urn number of 
e«sion    between  any two   Ln the  list Is  d  rived.     In 
b  i   . et'od of Wells,  eac       ermutation is  obtained fri 
lece   .   r by  the  intercl        e  of   bwo  ele        s. 
,   the   listing Of  Tonm   in.,   and     aige   is  generated 
by a product of cyclic perrautatic 
25 
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